A computationally inexpensive algorithm for signal interpolation using B-spline functions is presented in this work. Speci cally, the convolution between the B-spline coe cients and the B-spline function itself, widely acknowledged as the most costly aspect of B-spline interpolation, is reformulated such that it is directly amenable to implementation at a much lower computational cost (16.25% of the cost of direct evaluation).
Introduction
Interpolation of a discrete sequence is an important area of digital signal processing research, and is used extensively for synchronization in digital receivers 1], geometric transformations in image processing 2] and sampling rate conversion 3]. The above applications require interpolation by factors which are fractional or irrational, and conventional techniques such as multirate methods 4] are either inapplicable or do not provide the desired level of accuracy. Interpolation kernels based on B-splines have attracted recent interest because of their potential for e cient implementation and for the avoidance of erroneous \artefacts" arising from oscillations common to a local or running polynomial t 5] 6]. The accuracy of interpolation can be tuned to requirements by selecting an appropriate B-spline order; cubic B-splines are popular for many applications 2]. However, it has been noted 2] that the computation of the B-spline values is the most computationally intensive part of the procedure, especially if the interpolation point is time-varying. In this letter we demonstrate that because the B-spline is a (piecewise) polynomial in nature, it can be decomposed into a structure known as the Farrow structure which is amenable to on-line implementation and no coe cient recalculation is necessary even with a time-varying interpolation point 7].
B-spline interpolation formula
Splines are piecewise polynomials, with pieces that are smoothly connected together at joining points called knots 2]. For an nth degree spline, each polynomial piece is an nth degree polynomial although the smoothness constraints imply only one degree of freedom per piece. Splines with uniformly, unit spaced knots, may be written
where n (d) is the central B-spline of degree n, c(k) are the B-spline coe cients, d is the interpolation point (where we assume jdj < 0:5 without loss of generality as the c(k)'s can be delayed by integer amounts prior to the convolution (1) The 
which only need calculating once for a B-spline of given order n. In the case of the cubic B-spline (the most commonly used B-spline), we can evaluate these quantities and re-write (9) and (1) in matrix-vector form as follows: 
Complexity
It should be noted that the lter coe cients a p (k) need be calculated only once; the interpolation can be varied by varying d only, which saves the lengthy re-computation of (8) for di erent values of d. The complexity, de ned in terms of number of multiplications per sample, of the proposed Farrow-based method is compared with that of the so-called \Direct" method (which involves direct computation of (8) and (1)) in Table 1 . It can be seen that for all n, the Farrow method is superior in terms of complexity. In fact, more computational savings using the Farrow method are apparent if one exploits the zero values in the matrix A and notes that the lter A 0 (z)B 0 (z) = z ?2 (A 0 (z) is a matched lter of B 0 (z)) and so this lter combination is redundant, if s(k) is used as input instead of c(k). Incorporating these additional savings, complexity of the Farrow method can be reduced to n(n + 2) ? 2, which in the case of a cubic spline, is equal to 13 multiplications/sample. Additionally, it should be noted that the parallel nature of the lters A p (z) implies most of the multiplications can be performed in parallel. An additional point worth stressing is that (8) is not straightforward to evaluate on-line and cannot be numerically implemented with ease due to the u( ) term. On the other hand, the Farrow structure implementation of the B-spline interpolator is directly implementable.
Conclusions
In this communication, we have presented an e cient technique for the implementation of a Bspline interpolator. For the cubic B-spline case, the computational cost of the proposed method is 16.25% that of the direct evaluation of (1).
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